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is mathbaxter’s family website. this may be a little
unusual for this list, but it’s really cool. it’s all about

brownies : a really cool video showing that even a 4th
grade girl is learning evolution for the first time. this is
wisdom for the ages : a video about memes. the most

clever question ever : a really funny video a few
months ago, my friend emi kitazawa created the world
aids day (1 dec) project. she interviewed people living
with hiv/aids and made several animations. they are
now on her blog creationsgraphicsquirky . balthazar

baxter is a really important part of this math
community. he taught me how to do web

programming, he helped me learn haskell (through his
website at baxter.me ), he helped me find out about
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shakespeare.org , and he has written a really good
book (but we aren’t allowed to talk about it). a

zebrafish development atlas is used to browse every
organism stage of the life cycle. by clicking on a stage,
details of the stage (visually) with the developmental
movements of the organisms are shown. clicking on a
stage can open it in a new window showing the details

of that stage. clicking on a specific cell during that
stage can open that cells in a new window showing the
detail with the developmental movements of that cell.

3d view of zebrafish embryo this is a 3d view of a
zebrafish embryo. by changing the rotation, the 3d

view can be rotated through 360 degrees around the
x, y, and z axes. 3d view of zebrafish embryo with
different embryos and cells this is a 3d view of a

zebrafish embryo. only one cell at a time is shown.
moving the mouse can control the view around the x
and y axis. pressing 'z' rotates the view around the z
axis, and pressing 'ctrl' rotates the view around the x
and y axis. the zebrafish is viewed through a tissue so

it is possible to view the top and bottom of the
zebrafish from different perspectives.
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